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1. mood A state of mind or feeling. 
   
2. intend To have as one´s aim or plan. 
   
3. comfort Conditions in which somebody feels physically relaxed. 
   
4. newcomer A person who has recently arrived in a place. 
   
5. hind Situated at the back. 
   
6. tremble To shake involuntarily, typically as a result of anxiety, excitement, or frailty. 
   
7. snuffled Past tense snuffle. To breathe noisily through the nose due to a blocked nose.  
   
8. palmetto An American palm plant. 
   
9. leaned Past tense lean. To be in or move into a sloping position. 
   
10. snatch To seize quickly and deftly. 
   
11. wink Close and open one eye quickly, typically as a signal of affection or greeting or to 

convey a message. 
   
12. pinch To grip the flesh tightly and sharply between finger and thumb.  
   
13. nourishing Nourish, nourished, nourishing.   To provide with the food or other substances 

necessary for growth and health. 
   
14. crib A child´s bed with barred or latticed sides; a cot. 
   
15. prank A practical joke or mischievous act. 
   
16. gleaming A faint or brief light, shining, especially with health or cleanliness. 
   
17. waning Wane, waned, waning. To have a progressively smaller part of its visible surface 

illuminated, so that it seems to decrease in size. 
   
18. hedge A fence or boundary forms by closely growing bushes or shrubs. 
   
19. dangle To hang or cause to hang so as to swing freely. 
   
20. passerby Somebody who happens to be going past a place, especially on foot. 
   
21.    fright A sudden intense feeling of fear. 
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22. knuckle A joint of a finger, especially a joint connecting a finger to the hand. 
   
23. path A way or track laid down for walking or made by continual treading.  
   
24. slave Somebody who is forced to work for somebody else for no payment and is regarded as 

the property of that person. 
   
25. cyclorama A panoramic scene set on the inside of a cylindrical surface, to be viewed by a central 

spectator. 
   
26. crouched Past tense crouch. To adopt a position where the knees are bent and the upper body is 

brought forward and down. 
   
27. gathering An assembly or meeting, especially a social one.  
   
28. shield A broad piece of armor held by straps or a handle on one side, used as a protection 

against weapon blows. 
   
29. sought Seek, sought, sought. To try to find a person, thing or place.   
   
30. hatred Intense dislike. 
   
31. bigot A person who is prejudiced in their views and intolerant of the opinions of others. 
   
32. preached Past tense preach. To give a talk on a religious or moral subject, especially in a church. 
   
33. sensitive Having or showing a quick and delicate appreciation of the feelings of others. 
   
34. unspoiled Not spoil, not changed for the worse by modern  civilization, industry or tourism. 
   
35. glance To take a brief or hurried look. 
   
36. trudge To walk slowly and with heavy steps, typically because of exhaustion or difficult 

conditions. 
   
37. canvas A strong, coarse unbleached cloth used to make sails, tents, furnishing, etc, and as a 

surface for oil painting. 
   
38. sparkle To shine brightly with flashes of light. 
   
39. burglary Illegal entry into a building with intent to commit a crime such as theft. 
   
40. regretfully Unfortunately;   in a regrettable manner.  
   
41.  misjudged Past tense misjudge. To form an incorrect opinion about somebody or something. 
   
42. suspect To believe something to be probable or possible. 
   
43. sip To drink something by taking small mouthfuls. 
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44. munch To eat steadily and audibly. 

 
   
45. skewer A long piece of wood or metal used for holding pieces of food together during 

cooking. 
   
46. flyer A small handbill advertising an event or product. 
   
47. whop A loud cry of joy or excitement.  
   
48. folks People in general. 
   
49. seafaring Travelling by sea. 
   
50. tidal Relating to or affected by tides. 
   
51. foaming A mass of small bubbles formed on or in liquid. 
   
52. outcast A person rejected by their society or social group. 
   
53. yearn To have an intense feeling of loss and longing for something. 
   
54. betray 1.To harm or be disloyal to a country or another person by helping the enemy, or 

giving information that is confidential. 
   
55. shortage A state or situation in which something needed cannot be obtained in sufficient 

amounts. 
   
56. fathom A unit of length equal to six feet (1.8 meters), chiefly used in reference to the depth of 

water. 
   
57. foghorn A device making a loud, deep sound as a warning to ships in fog. 
   
58. wheelbarrow A small cart with a single wheel at the front and two supporting legs and two handles 

at the rear, used for carrying loads in building or gardening. 
   
59. pip A small, hard seed of a fruit. Such as an apple that usually has several seeds. 
   
60. hoisted Past tense hoist. To raise by means of ropes and pulleys. 
   
61. docked Past tense dock. To (cause to) come or go into a dock. 
   
62. anchor A heavy object used to moor a ship to the sea bottom, typically having a metal shank 

with a pair of curved, barbed flukes. 
   
63. heaved Past tense heave. To lift or haul (a heavy thing) with great effort. 

 
64.    bowsprit     A spar running out from a ship´s bow, to which the forestays are fastened. 
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65. hurled Past tense hurl. To throw or impel with great force. 
   
66. grave A hole dug in the ground to receive a coffin or corpse. 
   
67. wrestled Past tense wrestle. To take part in a fight that involves close grappling with one´s 

opponent, either as sport or in earnest. 
   
68. chantey A song chanted by sailors as they work. 

 
69. oar A pole with a flat blade, used to row or steer a boat through the water. 
   
70. brow A ship´s gangway or landing platform. 

 
71. hoe A long-handled gardening tool with a thin metal blade, used mainly for weeding. 
   
72. stooped Past tense stoop. To bend one´s head or body forwards and downwards. 

 
73. sewn Past participle sew. To join, fasten, or repair by making stitches with a needle and 

thread or a sewing machine. 
   
74. wedge A piece of wood, metal etc. with a thick end that tapers to a thin edge, that is driven 

between two objects or parts of an object to secure or separate them. 
   
75. swab An absorbent pad used in surgery and medicine for cleaning wounds or applying 

medication. 
   
76. warehouse A large building where raw materials or manufactured goods may be stored. 
   
77. burial Funeral 
   
78. twilight The time of day just after sunset or before dawn. 
   
   

 
                                                                   
  SCIENCE AND GEOGRAPHY                                                                                4TH GRADE 
   
 

1. root The part of a plant that grows down into the soil hold it in place, and feed it. 
   
2. steam The main part of a plant above the ground, which supports the other parts. 
   
3. leaf (plural leaves) one of the expanded, usually green organs born by the stem of a plant. 
   
4.  cell The small unit of living matter, called protoplasm, of which all animals and plants are 

made. 
   
5. microscope An instrument with a lens or combination of lenses for magnifying objects, so that one 

can see clearly things too small to be seen. 
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6. tissue Substance forming parts of animals and plants; a mass of cells. 
   
7. photosynthesis Process in which plants use water, carbon dioxide, and sunlight to make food. 
   
8. carbon dioxide Incombustible gas, CO2, present in the atmosphere and formed during respiration. 
   
9. chlorophyll The green coloring matter of leaves and plants. 
   

 
10. stomata Any of various small apertures (orifices) in the epidermis of leaves, stems, etc. 
   
11. xylem The part of a vascular bundle consisting of cells, and forming the woody tissue of a 

plant. 
   
12. pholem The part of a vascular bundle consisting of tubes, and forming the food-conducting 

tissue of a plant. 
   


